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Abstract- Kernel principal component analysis is presented for kernel feature selection and High dimensional feature
extraction to show kernel adaptations for nonlinear features selection of medical image data sets (MIDS). The proposed
kernel principal component analysis extracts the salient features from a sample of unclassified patterns by use of a
kernel. The kernel principal component analysis iteratively constructs a linear subspace of a high-dimensional feature
space by exploiting a variance condition for the nonlinearly transformed samples. The resulting kernel subspace can be
first chosen and then be processed for composite kernel subspace through the efficient combination representations
used for further reconstruction and classification based on support vector machine.
Keywords: Support Vector Machine, Principal component analysis, data-dependent kernel, nonlinear subspace.
I.INTRODUCTION

II. EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES

The kernel principal component analysis extracts the
salient features from a trial of unspecified patterns by use
of a various kernel functions. Various cancer data sets are
trained. It is very difficult to explicitly center the data in
the feature space. But, in the existing work they have used
various kernel methods to identify the best kernel to
calculate linear composite kernel space. For doing this
each kernel methods has been exploited which makes time
usage higher and also finding best kernel is also somewhat
not possible. To overcome this problem, the center kernel
matrix can be accessed. The proposed kernel principal
component analysis depends only on the kernel matrix, it
makes easier to compute the centered kernel matrix in
terms of the non-centered kernel alone and no features
need to be accessed. Mainly support vector machine is
used for classification in this paper the focus is shown to
multi class support vector machine to classify the given
datasets. SVM aims to find a hyper plane that linearly
separates data points belongs to different classes and also
least likely to over fit the training data. Multi class support
vector machine has taken to assign labels to instances by
using support vector machines, where the labels are drawn
from a finite set of several elements in the datasets.
Mapping is done so that the separate categories are divided
by a clear gap that is as wide as possible. SVMs can
efficiently perform a non-linear classification using kernel
method, which implicitly mapping their inputs into highdimensional feature spaces which makes dimensionality
reduction. Numerical experiments have been shown with
kernel principal component analysis with existing results.
It shows proposed work generates more efficient and an
effective feature representation, and has yielded a better
classification performance for the proposed composite
kernel subspace using a multi class SVM classifier.

When we get a set of data points, like the triangles above,
we can deconstruct the set into eigenvectors and
eigenvalues above are exist in pairs every eigenvector has
a corresponding eigenvalue. An eigenvector is a direction
in the example above the direction of the line (vertical,
horizontal, 45 degrees etc.). An eigenvalue is a number,
how much variance there is in the data in that direction,the
number telling us how extend out the data is on the line.
The eigenvector with the highest eigenvalue is therefore
the principal component.
Okay, so even though in the last example I could point my
line in any path, it turns out there are not many
eigenvectors/values in a data set. In fact the amount of
eigenvectors/values that exist equals the number of
dimensions the data set. Measuring age and hours on the
internet. There are 2 variables, it’s a 2 dimensional data
set, and therefore there are 2 eigenvectors/values. If
measuring age, hours on internet and hours on mobile
phone there’s 3 variables, 3-D data set, so 3
eigenvectors/values. The reason for this is that
eigenvectors put the data into a fresh set of dimensions,
and these new dimensions have to be equal to the original
amount of dimensions.
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III.KERNEL PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
The starting point is a random vector x ε Rn with N
observations xi, i ε [1,….N]. In PCA, data are first
centered x
(x−E{x}. Then PCA diagonalizes the
covariance matrix Cx:

This problem leads to solve the eigenvalue equation
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is translated in H into
where λ≥0 Є are eigenvalues and v Є Rn are eigenvectors. in H is simply done by:
The projection on the eigenvector vk is done by:

The projection

Now, suppose we first map the data onto another dot
However, compute PCA in H has a high computational
product space H:
cost. Using kernel trick, it is possible to work implicitly in
Here, Φ could be a nonlinear function and H could have H while all computations is finished in the input space.
infinite dimensionality. PCA can be perform in H with the Using kernel function, the dot product in feature space is
same procedure as previously: the data is centered and the reduced to a (possibly nonlinear) function in input space.
covariance matrix is defined as:
The kernel function has to satisfy the Mercer’s theorem to
ensure that it is possible to create a mapping into a space
where K acts as a dot product. The polynomial kernel and
the Gaussian kernel are ones of the most used kernel:

Similarly to PCA, one as to solve:

When builds with kernel functions, Gram matrix is also
called as Kernel Matrix. Finally, the KPCA is done in the
From (6), it is clear that v Φ is lying in the span of original space as follows:
thus each eigenvector can be written
1. Compute the Kernel Matrix:
as:
2.

Center K

Where 1N is a N square matrix for which (1N)ij = 1 /N , for
By multiplying (6) with Φ(xk )from the left and all (i,j) in [1, . . . ,N].
substituting (7) into it, we get:
3. Diagonalize Kc and normalize eigenvectors:
4.
for k Є [1,N]
Defining the N×N Gram matrix K by
Kij :=
the above equation turns to:

Where
.The solution of (9) is
found by solving the eigen value problem:

for nonzero eigenvalues. Clearly, all solutions of (10)
satisfy. However, it does not give all the solutions,
eigenvector associate to zero eigenvalue is solution of (9)
which is not a solution of (10). But, it can be shown that
these solutions lead to null expansion of (7) and thus are
irrelevant for the considered problem. Finally, to solve
CΦ(x)’s eigenvalue equation is equivalent to solve K’s
eigenvalue equation. The unitary norm condition from (2)
Copyright to IJARCCE

Extract the k first principal components:

A. Training
Separating data into training and testing sets is an
important part of evaluating data mining models.
Typically, when you separate a data set into a training set,
most of the data is used for training. Analysis Services
randomly samples the data to help ensure that the testing
and training sets are parallel. By using analogous data for
training and testing, you can minimize the effects of data
discrepancies
and
enhanced
comprehend
the
characteristics of the model.
Following a model has been processed by using the
training set; you test the model by building predictions
next to the test set.
B. KPCA kernel function selection
Kernel selection is heavily dependent on the specific data
set. For kernel-based learning algorithms, the key
challenge lies in the selection of kernel parameters and
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regularization parameters. KPCA can be seen as an
overview of PCA where nonlinearities in the data are
taken into account by nonlinear mapping of the data, using
a kernel function, into a higher dimensional space in
which PCA is carried out. KPCA is utilized to first
transform the original sample space to a nonlinear feature
space via the appropriate kernel function, and then
perform principal component analysis (PCA).
In n dimensional training samples of the given data, some
of them are represented as class labels of the samples. We
have developed a data dependent kernel to capture the
relationship among the data in this classification task. The
linear, polynomial and RBF kernels are selected.

Fig.1 Performance measure for KPCA_SVM Vs KNN

C. Linear Kernel
The Linear kernel is the simplest kernel function. It is
given by the inner product <x,y> plus an optional constant
c. Kernel algorithms using a linear kernel are frequently
equivalent to their non-kernel counterparts, i.e. KPCA
with linear kernel is the same as standard PCA.

D.Polynomial Kernel
The Polynomial kernel is a non-stationary kernel. Fig. 2 Performance measure for KPCA_SVM Vs KNN with error rate
Polynomial kernels are well-matched for problems where
all the training data is normalized.
The obtained results from KPCA with muti class svm with
existing knn algorithms error rate of medical cancer
Adjustable parameters are the slope alpha, the constant dataset has been shown. This data set consisted of trueterm c and the polynomial degree d and it is mainly positive (TP) and falsepositive (FP) detections has been
exploited for performance analysis.
obtained with portion, data portion and size of each data
set respectively. Elaspsed time for colon is 0.025968
E. Radial Basis Function Kernel
seconds, Leukemia data set is 0.028987 seconds, Lung
The B-Spline kernel is defined on the interval [−1, 1]. It is data set is 0.030070 seconds and Prostate data set is
given by the recursive formula:
0.030943 seconds.
KPCA_SVM VS KPCA_KNN In scents
KPCA_SVM VS KPCA_KNN (error rate %)
Where Pєn with

Where x+ is defined as the truncated power function:

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This paper describes KPCA with multiclass SVM, a faster
and more efficient feature extraction of medical data sets.
Numerical experiments have been shown with kernel
principal component analysis with existing results. It
shows proposed work generates more efficient and an
effective feature representation, and has yielded a better
classification performance for the selected kernel subspace
using a multi class SVM algorithm. Best three linear,
polynomial and RBF kernel function has chosen which is
adapted to the data set, as well as extending this process of
dimensionality reduction and feature extraction. The
experimental result is tested with four data sets for
evaluating the error rate, classification accuracy using
multi class svm algorithm, and elapsed time has been
calculated.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
The performance measure has been evaluated for proposed
SVM with existing Knn. It indicates that proposed work
shows accurate classification results in selected medical
data sets. KPCA with multi class svm has been exploited
in order to show the superiority of feature selection, has
applied to medical datasets comprising of colon data set,
leukemia data set, lung data set and Prostate datasets. In
classification stage multi class svm have been used. The
classification accuracy, Performance for SVM and KNN, In future the attention can be shown to various data sets
error rate and elapsed time has been evaluated in proposed collection more reasonably and effectively and various
measurement functions such as correlation, covariance can
method.
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be exploited to measure the distinguishing between two
classes.
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